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A trendy architecture 
able to emerge in the 
Italian fashion capital



As part of the MGallery 
By Accor Hotels group, 
exclusivity was a 
fundamental prerogative for 
the Lagare Hotel in Milan: 

Platek put itself at stake by 
developing a unique and 
completely tailor-made 
project.









A careful renovation has 
enabled the conversion of 
an old property into a design 
hotel with a contemporary 
style and spectacular views 
over the city. Combining the 
concepts of sustainability 
and maximum architectural 
enhancement, Platek 
customised the proposal 
and created new light 
fittings based on the client’s 
design, for a total of around 
2,500 pieces, finding 
innovative solutions for a 
high-performance scenario 
with maximum impact.
The extreme versatility of 

Platek’s products in this 
project is shown at its best: 
element built in the ceiling, 
wall lights and decorative 
products furnish also the 
interior of the structure, 
playing the role of service 
light. Spring floodlights and 
One wall mounted luminaires 
were used to light stairs 
and access ways. One 
in the projector version, 
combined with Special and 
Mini Special, illuminates the 
terraces and rooftop, from 
which it is possible to admire 
the city skyline.





An innovative customised 
solution that Platek 
proposed at Lagare Hotel 
in Milan was the lighting 
of the windows that make 
up the façade. In fact, it 
was decided to propose 
the refined lighting with 
dynamic light, visually much 
more fulfilling than the 
single monochromatic LED. 
Remote control has been 

applied to these products 
that illuminate the façade: 
the DMX system allows to 
light every single window in 
different colours, and can be 
switched on or off directly 
from the room. The final 
effect is spectacular. The 
imposing building lights up 
to become a multi-coloured 
chessboard.









TECHNICAL SHEET

indoor/outdoor

size
235 mm

indoor/outdoor

size
300 mm

MINI SPRING
floodlight

SPRING
floodlight

indoor/outdoor

size
170x150 mm

ONE 2.0
floodlight

MINI SPECIAL 
applique

MINI SPECIAL 
floodlight

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
 200x100x100 mm

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
 200x110 mm

MINI ONE 
applique

indoor/outdoor

avaible sizes
 100x100x100 mm

MICRO drive over E2 drywallNANO drive over M’ATTACCOMICRO STEEL full inox
recessed underwater

indoor/outdoor

avaible size
Ø 95 mm

indoor/outdoor

avaible size
Ø 30 mm

indoor/outdoor

avaible size
Ø 45 mm

indoor/outdoor

avaible size
Ø 54 mm

indoor/outdoor

avaible size
Ø 95 mm
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